BigMIND

BigMIND Cloud

By Zoolz

Introducing the world’s ﬁrst intelligent cloud, designed to make you
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Discover Files

Secure Data

About BigMIND
BigMIND is a market leading provider of cloud based storage.
Our mission is to provide an affordable and secure cloud solution
for businesses and individuals. Our innovative platform is made
with you in mind. The user experience is focused on simplicity, so
you will be able to backup and access big data quickly and
smoothly. In just a few clicks, you can secure all your data with
military-grade encryption. That’s why 50,000 customers across
the world count on BigMIND.
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How Your Business Can Beneﬁt From The Cloud
Photo Discovery
BigMIND analyses any image uploaded to the platform, allowing you to search
by camera type, resolution, location, date taken, dominant colour and more.

Preview RAW Images
BigMIND provides a centralized web console where you can preview all your
RAW images and jpegs without adding any extra software. This is perfect for
photographers who want the freedom to ﬁne-tune their images.

Mobile Friendly
The ability to access your images from your smartphone is essential to
photographers. You can now share any ﬁle to any smart device, giving you
greater access no matter where you are.

Reduce Costs
Our top priority is to save you money, whilst keeping your data secure and
accessible. BigMIND eliminates the need to invest heavily in IT storage
equipment. You can also save money by reducing your infrastructure costs.

Supports External Hard Drives
BigMIND automatically backs up newly produced images from external
devices without any interference. You can rest easy knowing BigMIND is
looking after your valuable photo assets.
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How It Works

Sign up
Set your entire company’s backup in 5 minutes
Add users and assign policies
Backup will start automatically

Zero Restore

Hybrid +

Intelligent engineering makes

Backup a copy of all your ﬁles to a

prioritizes restoration from you local

local server, network or external

Hybrid + instead of the online

drive at any stage of the backup

storage

process.

Lifetime Storage

Cold Storage

BigMIND is designed to be the one stop

Ideal for rarely accessed data with a

cloud backup solution to last a lifetime

3-5 hours waiting period for the ﬁrst
ﬁle restore, it is prefered for it’s
extreme affordable price and yet
highly secure Amazon AWS.
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